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**Historical Society of Pennsylvania autograph collection** (24 records)
- Correspondence from Samuel W. Pennypacker to his uncle regarding Abraham Lincoln’s visit to Philadelphia, February 23, 1861
- Land deed of White Matlack to John Ashley
- John Morton letter to Colonel Anthony Wayne, 1776
- Isaac F. Baker to W. Michael, Esq
- Abraham Lincoln to Eliza Gurney
- David J. Kennedy studies for sketches
- Example of miniature writing by Samuel Lewis of Ohio
- Will and deed for Swan Swanson’s undivided right of Wicaco lands
- Radio dispatch sent from South Pole or Antarctica to John B. Givin from Admiral Dick Byrd
- Chapter 15 pages by Richard O’Brien, Naval Officer
- Christmas cards, 1849-1855
- Ross, Charles B. (Charley)
- Return of slaves by Francis Hopkinson, Esquire
- Letter from David Sproat to Evan and James Jones regarding the settlement of the estate of David Dewar
- George Washington to Christopher Ludwick
- Bill from Frederick Schinckle to A. Logan for preparing footwear, 1802
- Reverend James Finley correspondence
- Hoax document imitating Angelina Grimke and Theodore Weld wedding invitation, 1838
- Thomas McKean and Henry Dearborn correspondence, 1804
- Hampton-Todd families correspondence
- Johann David Schoepff correspondence
- Floor Plan. James Hoban, Architect and Builder [White House]
- Thomas Paine letter to Robert Irwin, November 27, 1784
- Thomas Paine letter to unknown correspondent [facsimile], April 27, 1784